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Hello and welcome to the March HMIU 

As the financial year comes to a close, have a look back at the extraordinary year that 

was 2020 with this fascinating article by the ONS – Coronavirus – a year like no other 

We sincerely hope that the focus of future issues will be on topics other than, or in 

addition to, Covid. 

May we take this opportunity to thank you for sticking by us during the pandemic, we 

were always open and there for you, even if, at times, it was mostly via email. 

We will return to a normal face to face enquiry service after Easter and we can’t wait 

to see you all (socially distanced) again. 

The Library Team 
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Deliver Personal Care 

 

Understanding vulnerability to online misinformation 
 
The Alan Turing Institute 

Several large-scale research projects have started during the 
pandemic with the aim of understanding the nature, prevalence 
and spread of health-related misinformation online. However, 
relatively little is known about who is vulnerable to believing false 
information and why. 
 
 This research used a survey and assessments to understand 
which individuals are most vulnerable to believing health-related 
falsities and the role played by the content that individuals are 
exposed to. 
 
Key findings: 
 
1.Individuals with higher digital literacy, numerical literacy, health 
literacy and cognitive skills are better at assessing the veracity of 
health-related statements. Their years of education do not make 
a difference. 
 2. Individuals who are at risk of COVID-19 are slightly better at 
assessing healthrelated statements than those who are not. 
Individuals who are afraid of COVID-19 are slightly worse and 
being diagnosed with COVID-19 does not have an effect.  
3. Unexpectedly, most sociodemographic, socioeconomic and 
political factors make little or no difference at all. However, age 
did matter and we find that older people are slightly better at 
assessing health-related statements.  
4. The content that we showed participants affected how well they 
assessed health-related statements. When we showed them true 
content they were better at assessing health-related statements, 
compared with when we showed them false content.  
5. Giving participants warnings about misinformation before they 
made any assessments had only a very small effect on how 
accurate they were.  
6. People have inconsistent knowledge about health. There is a 
lot of variation within individuals’ responses. 
 
Key recommendations: 
 

1. Address the factors that make people susceptible to 
misinformation as well as the supply of misinformation.  

2. Digital literacy should be explored as a powerful tool for 
combating misinformation.  

3. New strategies for communicating the severity of 
misinformation to the public must be developed.  

 
Patient Experience Collection 
 
NIHR 

https://www.turing.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-02/misinformation_report_final1_0.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TJ9HF,1
https://evidence.nihr.ac.uk/collection/patient-experience/?source=chainmail


 

 

 
From the moment of diagnosis to the provision of support, 
understanding patient experience is a key step to improving 
quality of care. An evidence-based approach to patient 
experience can help ensure health and care services listen to and 
work with patients to improve the experience of care. 
 
This Collection brings together NIHR research relating to patient 
experience. The Alerts explore personalised rehabilitation, mental 
health, decision aids and health inequalities and cover a range of 
health conditions such as stroke, anorexia, multiple sclerosis and 
type 2 diabetes. We asked a number of health and social care 
professionals, patients and carers to comment on selected Alerts 
that are relevant and important to them.   

 

 

 

Deliver Safe Care 
 

Covid-19: test, track and trace (part 1) 
 
House of Commons Public Accounts Committee 

In May 2020 NHS Test and Trace (NHST&T) was set up with a 
budget of £22 billion. Since then it has been allocated £15 billion 
more: totalling £37 billion over two years.  
 
This report says that there is still no clear evidence of NHST&T's 
overall effectiveness. It also finds that it’s unclear whether its 
contribution to reducing infection levels – as opposed to the other 
measures introduced to tackle the pandemic – and questions 
whether this can justify the costs. 
 

Cancer won't wait: building resilience in cancer screening and 
diagnostics in Europe based on lessons from the pandemic 
 
The IQVIA Institute 

The ongoing impact of Covid-19 on health services across 
Europe has in most cases led to significant reductions in 
cancer screening, testing and diagnosis. Responses in 
individual countries have differed, but there are common 
challenges in all countries.  
 
This report highlights some of the approaches already being 
taken, as well as suggestions for what should be done going 
forward. It considers different stakeholders – from local 
pharmacies to national and international organisations – and 
their roles, as well as multi-stakeholder collaboration and co-
operation. Please note that free registration is required to 
access this report. 

https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/4976/documents/50058/default/?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TIWAS,1
https://www.iqvia.com/insights/the-iqvia-institute/reports/cancer-wont-wait?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TJ98Z,1
https://www.iqvia.com/insights/the-iqvia-institute/reports/cancer-wont-wait?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TJ98Z,1


 

 

 
Building back elective care A new framework for recovery 
 
NHS Confederation 
 
This briefing explores what lies ahead for the health service 
and patients, based on our modelling of referral-to-treatment 
waiting trajectories in 2021. It offers an outline policy 
framework, drawn up by our members, for starting to reduce 
waiting lists in an effective, equitable and efficient way. 

 

 
 

 

 

Deliver Joined-Up Care 
 
Learning about Learning: Lessons on Effective Knowledge Networks 
to Support Pandemic Response 
 
Institute for Healthcare Improvement 
 
Here are the key findings about learning networks that work: 
 

1. Don’t disrupt human nature. Human beings instinctively 
understand how to combine and cooperate. 

2. Leverage existing collaborations and networks.  If 
providers already have professional associations and 
gathering places, it is better to use those than to create new 
networks. 

3. Establish a shared goal that centres equity. Without a 
clear objective, a learning network loses energy. 

4. Limit fear.  Leaders must do everything possible to make it 
comfortable for participants to share problems — without fear 
of embarrassment or reprisal — in order to accelerate the 
pace at which problems get solved. 

5. Link to the community and focus on equity. To improve 
outcomes, effective learning groups tend closely to the 
hopes, obstacles, and worries of those they seek to serve. 

6. Look outside. Organizations that thrive continuously look 
outside, regularly studying breakthroughs in different settings 
and countries. 

7. Eliminate obstacles. Effective learning network leaders 
identify regulations and policies that impede the progress of 
their members, and then take responsibility for working with 
government leaders and other influential stakeholders to 
remove those obstacles. 

8. Apply many methods. The fastest learning organizations 
often use multiple methods in parallel to hasten the spread of 
new knowledge. 

https://www.nhsconfed.org/-/media/Confederation/Files/Publications/Documents/Building-back-elective-care.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12218757_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-09&dm_i=21A8,79W1X,RTPFIP,TI6YI,1
http://www.ihi.org/communities/blogs/learning-about-learning-lessons-on-effective-knowledge-networks-to-support-pandemic-response?utm_campaign=tw&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=113418640&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_QDD8_ZTzwIiZVoH9DRu46l47iBdxRza5F9iuy8gGcC-EwZYYdBg77CPWZ1I5HF1pOJVrjSl-Toq2gOASeDhytej6QnA&utm_content=113158095&utm_source=hs_email
http://www.ihi.org/communities/blogs/learning-about-learning-lessons-on-effective-knowledge-networks-to-support-pandemic-response?utm_campaign=tw&utm_medium=email&_hsmi=113418640&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-_QDD8_ZTzwIiZVoH9DRu46l47iBdxRza5F9iuy8gGcC-EwZYYdBg77CPWZ1I5HF1pOJVrjSl-Toq2gOASeDhytej6QnA&utm_content=113158095&utm_source=hs_email


 

 

9. Unleash experimentation. Learning networks benefit when 
members view themselves as active experimenters, not 
passive recipients of guidelines and information.  

10. Respond fast (hotlines, not libraries). Health systems 
should develop learning networks that directly respond to 
urgent challenges today. In pursuit of fast, helpful responses, 
24-hour hotlines that practitioners can call with pressing 
questions are more productive and time-efficient than 
extensive libraries of information.  

11. Face into data (bright spotting). The best pandemic 
learning networks face into data every day, studying 
promising trends (“bright spots”) and worrying patterns with 
equal curiosity, using them as a springboard to deeper 
investigation in the field. 

 
Rapid evaluation of health and care services - planning a 
sustainable solution for the post-COVID reset 
 
AHSN 
 
In the first wave of COVID-19, health and care services innovated 
and adapted at unprecedented speed to provide care and protect 
staff and patients during a rapidly developing global pandemic.  
 
This White Paper explores the barriers and facilitators to performing 
timely, rigorous and effective evaluations of these changes.  
 
Using learning from the pandemic, it sets out recommendations for 
how to prioritise and resource rapid service evaluations to enable 
more efficient and effective scale-up of health and care innovations, 
both regionally and nationally. 
 
Integrated care – trends in the quality of integrated care 
 
Nuffield Trust 
 
In 2019, QualityWatch asked “Are patients benefitting from better 
integrated care?”. Two years on, we’ve re-examined our indicators 
looking at the quality of integrated care using the latest available 
data, which mostly covers time periods before the coronavirus 
(Covid-19) pandemic. While some measures, such as the 
employment rate among adults with a long-term condition, have 
improved over time, others, such as support for people with 
multiple long-term conditions, and the proportion of people with 
multiple emergency admissions in the last year of life, have not. 
However, measuring integration is difficult and there is a lack of 
data from social care and community services. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.ahsnnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Rapid_Evaluation_of_Health_and_Care_Services_FINAL.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12197442_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-02&dm_i=21A8,79FLU,RTPFIP,TGCV8,1
https://www.ahsnnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Rapid_Evaluation_of_Health_and_Care_Services_FINAL.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12197442_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-02&dm_i=21A8,79FLU,RTPFIP,TGCV8,1
https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/news-item/integrated-care
https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/public/files/2019-01/integrated_care/
https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/public/files/2019-01/integrated_care/
https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/news-item/are-the-needs-of-people-with-multiple-long-term-conditions-being-met
https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/news-item/not-made-to-be-measured-why-evaluating-integrated-care-initiatives-is-so-difficult
https://www.nuffieldtrust.org.uk/research/community-services-what-do-we-know-about-quality


 

 

 

 

 

Support a Healthy Start 
 

Involving and supporting partners and other family members in 
specialist perinatal mental health services: good practice guide 
 
NHS England 

This best practice guidance describes women and their families 
with a positive experience of care, with services joined up around 
them and earlier diagnosis and intervention, and support to 
recover, ensuring fewer women, their infants and partners suffer 
avoidable harm. 

 

 

 

Support a Healthy Life 
 

Seeking an anchor in an unstable world: experiences of low-
income families over time 
 
Joseph Rowntree Foundation 

This report draws on the experiences of 14 low-income families 
over a 5-year period ending on the eve of the pandemic. In most 
of the families in the study, either a parent, child or both had 
ongoing physical and/or mental health issues. This had 
implications over time for families' work opportunities, income and 
plans.  
 
The report also examines other issues such as housing, 
employment, benefits, family composition, and support from 
formal and informal sources. 
 

The other pandemic: the impact of Covid-19 on Britain’s 
mental health 
 
Public First 

In February 2021 Public First polled 4,000 people and held 12 
in-depth focus groups with people from across Britain. The 
findings, published in this report, show that coronavirus has 
taken a toll on mental health in all parts of society – but 
especially women, the less well-off and young people. 
 
Key findings: 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Good-practice-guide-March-2021.pdf
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Good-practice-guide-March-2021.pdf
file:///C:/Users/lawilk/Downloads/seeking_an_anchor_in_an_unstable_world_-_experiences_of_low-income_families_over_time_0.pdf
file:///C:/Users/lawilk/Downloads/seeking_an_anchor_in_an_unstable_world_-_experiences_of_low-income_families_over_time_0.pdf
http://www.publicfirst.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/The-Other-Pandemic.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TJ9MH,1
http://www.publicfirst.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/The-Other-Pandemic.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TJ9MH,1


 

 

 
1. There is a genuine, wide and profound mental health 

crisis. 
2. Women have carried a particularly heavy burden. 
3. Those with children have worried terribly about a ‘lost 

year’ of childhood. 
4. While most young people are mostly protected 

physically, they have suffered extremely badly with 
their mental health. 

5. As the economy has suffered, fears have shot up. 
6. The poorest have suffered most with their mental 

health. 
7. Life for those living alone has been particularly tough. 

 

 
 

 

 

Support Ageing Well 
 

The impact of the challenges to the social care sector in 2020 
 
Hft 

This report offers an annual snapshot of the financial health of the 
social care sector as well as outlining the impact of some of the 
key challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic.  
 
For the third year running, the most commonly cited cost pressure 
was rising wage bills, with lack of fee income at a close second. It 
finds that 62 per cent of providers reported a rise in absenteeism 
related to mental health conditions and that all social care 
providers funded some form of mental health support for their 
workforce. 

 

 

Support All Our Staff 
 

NHS staff survey 2020  

This resource presents results from an annual survey to collect 

staff views and experiences about working in their NHS 

organisation. 

 

Click on the link to the survey results, then click on ‘organisational 

level results’ – ‘local benchmarking’ and select WSFT from the 

drop down list to get local results. 

 

https://www.hft.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Hft-Sector-Pulse-Check-2021.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TIWQZ,1
https://www.nhsstaffsurveys.com/Page/1056/Home/NHS-Staff-Survey-2020/?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12226171_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-12&dm_i=21A8,7A1RV,MLQA90,TJ5HD,1


 

 

Workforce Race Equality Standard 2020 Data Analysis Report for 

NHS Trusts and Clinical Commissioning Groups 

 

NHS England 

 

This year’s report shows that, at the point at which the pandemic 

struck, inequalities were already present in the NHS. It is of note that 

much of this is experienced by black and minority ethnic staff as 

subtle processes and behaviours, that are often undetected by 

others. Three things emerge as key lessons to take from this year’s 

findings:  

 

 First, that delivering equality of outcome and opportunity should be 

the professional and moral obligation of every leader in the NHS. If it 

is not already happening, senior and executive leaders need to be 

accountable for developing and delivering urgent plans to eliminate 

inequality in their organisations.  

 

Second, that no one organisation is doing everything well. There are 

pockets of good practice across all WRES indicators, but no single 

organisation is exemplary. Every organisation must face up to its 

limitations and, as set out in the People Plan, develop measurable 

strategies to overcome them. 

 

Thirdly, the disproportionate rate of death among black and minority 

ethnic staff is intrinsically linked to their over-representation in some 

of the most at-risk groups. Those who work on the front lines of 

public services are often more exposed to the risk of infection, just 

as they are more exposed to bullying, harassment and 

discrimination.  

 

This years’ WRES reports a welcome increase in the diversity of our 

senior leadership. There has been a 42% increase in BAME Very 

Senior Managers, and a 22% increase in BAME trust board 

members since 2017. Alongside improved representation at senior 

level, cultures must become more inclusive as leaders develop 

pipelines of talent across the grades and throughout organisations, if 

we hope to see equality across the entire workforce. 
 

  
 
 
 

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Workforce-Race-Equality-Standard-2020-report.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12197442_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-02&dm_i=21A8,79FLU,RTPFIP,TGCX1,1
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Workforce-Race-Equality-Standard-2020-report.pdf?utm_source=The%20King%27s%20Fund%20newsletters%20%28main%20account%29&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=12197442_NEWSL_HMP%202021-03-02&dm_i=21A8,79FLU,RTPFIP,TGCX1,1


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Some content may require an OpenAthens password. If you do not have one, click here to 

register. Please use an NHS email address. 

Please feel free to forward this to any other members of staff or your networks. If you think 

they should receive it regularly, let me know and I will put them on the distribution list for 

future updates. 

If you have any feedback, comments or suggestions, of if you would like to receive a short 

digest of relevant content for your speciality,  please contact me on 01284 713112 or send me 

an email laura.wilkes3@nhs.net  

© West Suffolk NHS Foundation Trust 2021. This bulletin may be used, shared and modified 

but please acknowledge that the original was created by West Suffolk Hospital Library and 

Information Centre. 
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